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 I gave it to a friend for her birthday and she loves it! A great
starter novel for each girl.. She left me with a parting gift, a web
link to Garner style's fantastic handle. Five Stars A girl's companion
:) Five Stars Perfect! So I normally won't grab of my genre of Romance,
but with all this is also a beauty blog, Personally i think the need to
introduce a book to you if you haven't already go through it. It is
created in a chcery, upbeat, and "veddy" British style, (the writer IS
English) -- but suggestions from this book can be taken by any young
woman starting out on her won, living in any developed nation of the
world. Ideal for all ages, even though some suggestions might be a
little bit risque for young teens, it is a fantastic addition to your
collection.When my mom cleaned house she had not been wearing stiletto
to vacuum nor pearls to can get on her hands and knees to wax your
kitchen floor. After reading some of the less than 3 star reviews I felt
it was time to write my own.In addition, it has contributing authors
like Heidi Klum on how to dress and create a wardrobe. Just throughout
fun stuff! . beauty world, here's your chance! D E L I G H T F U L !I
purchased this reserve a few months ago with one goal at heart and that
was "How exactly to walk in High Heels" and it did what the name said I
learned in age 38 how exactly to walk in my very first couple of YVes
Saint Laurent Tribute high heel shoes. How to Walk in HIGH HEEL SHOES is
certainly a great how to book about style, beauty and just generally
being truly a fantastic lady! It is very witty, and very, very sensible
-- and the illustrations add to the general merriment and confirmed
strategies and maxims, to help you not only live on your very own --but
also to grown, and thrive whilst doing so. I'm giving this as a
Christmas gift but am seriously considering getting one for myself to
maintain as a handy reference. The highest of recommendations! Great
book for women only getting started in life. Trust me when I tell you, I
spent considerable time in that portion of the book! This book includss
almost everything a youung woman must know, when starting out o her own.
The book is dated and as I said, not what I expected!.. What if you
didn't have a mom or anyone else to inform or teach you such things how
would you learn?I was an 70's child and in those days most women were
solitary mothers due to divorce, death or choice. Most moms I knew were
as well busy trying to buying the bacon and frying it up in the pan to
teach their daughters how to walk in high heel shoes or anything else
that even remotely appears June Cleaverish. Little things like how to
become more tech savvy are protected. She wore dungarees plus some Beta
Bullet sneakers for darn near everything and still does(- beta bullets
right now it is Keds) to this day. Sure, She got dressed for church on
Sunday but in our faith women were not allowed to wear makeup, short
gown (anything above the ankle was as well short) & most of all High
heels or as the Elders would contact them strolling in the shoes of
Satan; THEREFORE I never learned.The writer of the book used her life
experiences to instruct others how to deal with their lack of knowledge



on things such as why most women carried oversize purses ( I considered
to carry important papers,candy and other junk) or what tea or wine
complements what meal. Gorgeous book! The 1st chapter is how to prepare
for an eloquent night out. The one thing I wish is usually that the
author touch on other things like how to put on a bra correctly and
convert shoe and clothes size when you get these items from overseas.Now
I don't agree with eveything in this book like living over your means
but Camilla Morton will try to help like an funny simply because hell
understanding friend. Very interesting book I purchased this for my 14
year old step girl - who needed a little assistance, and we all know
that mom's and dad's have no idea anything, right :) I acquired it in
time to provide it to her for Xmas - and wish that I had had the time to
read it myself. Certainly a tween will not be trying to hail a cab but
probably information she reads right here will stick to her in later
years when this will be ideal for her to know. A good basic information
for tweens and even older ladies We sometimes assume that young girls
absorb by osmosis all that is needed to become successful, graceful, and
competent girl. Every girl won't benefit from every little bit of
information in this publication, but I believe every gal will learn
something from it that she can use in everyday living. The reserve
covers simple cooking, sewing, travel tips, and how-to guidance for the
house, among many other topics. I browsed through and great insight in
language that is easily understood - very good purchase! The publication
itself is a fairly book with good cover illustration and quite thick. A
winning publication which teaches thouse just starting out on their own,
( in clever, warm, smart and entertaining, upbeat vocabulary, with many
hints and illustrations), how exactly to BE winners, aswell! Useless
This is a useless book that has nothing in connection with high heels. I
was disappointed. This is a waste of time and money. . I bought it (for
a 19 year outdated). It really is so quite and well made.Various other
reviewers say "oh the writer just told you things that your mom must
have already told you" but, take this into consideration. Great gift
book! Love love love. Makes a pleasant graduation present for a young
lady heading out in her own! fun book! Such a fun book!Four Stars Great
book for an adolescent or a girl fresh out of senior high school. Yes, I
was clueless to these things. Love this book. I came across it amusing
concerning how we "girls" of the 50's, 60's and 70's use to think but
seriously, what young young lady today understands who Patsy Cline or
Nat King Cole is when picking out the right music, or wears stockings
and also knows just what a stocking seam is certainly? But I digress). I
want a few more!. High heels put your ass on a pedestal where it belongs
How exactly to Walk in HIGH HEEL SHOES by Camilla Morton is a girl's How
exactly to instruction. Morton provides us a book equivalent of the
critically acclaimed UK Television show “Lady to Ladette.” You know the
one in which a bunch of ladies are coached into becoming classy girls(I
could have sworn it was called something similar to Duchess of. Not what



I expected I expected a far more contemporary book designed for today's
young girls. If you are feeling a little girly and you want to dive into
the fashion & Great fun classic gift! In How exactly to Walk in HIGH
HEEL SHOES there's information on how to walk in heels(obviously), how
to get prepared for a particular date, hold your beverage, how handle
yourself at occasions, politics,among other fabulous tips. Always gown
to impress.. One of the pictures on her behalf facebook was a go of some
of “IT” books in the style world. Clearly Garner has read How exactly to
Walk in HIGH HEEL SHOES a few times, because she offers a style that
simply won't quit.Now I have a young daughter and when she gets older
and ask I can pass on this book to her. 1 Location Know what your
location is heading and what the dress code will be there, before
knowing how to interpret it into an exquisite ensemble for the night
time. When in doubt, grab the tiny black dress(it by no means fails). I
happened by How to Walk in HIGH HEEL SHOES when by cousin was leaving
for Vienna.
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